Motivation
Two satellite altimetric missions which aim at observing sea level with an unprecedented resolution and coverage (10 km, 1 cm accuracy, 75 km wide swath) are currently under development: Surface Water Ocean Topography (SWOT) led by NASA/Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES) [Fu and Ferrari, 2008] and Coastal and Ocean measurement Mission with Precise and Innovative Radar Altimeter (COMPIRA) led by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) [Uematsu et al., 2013] . Both missions are scheduled after 2020. The sea surface height data collected by such missions are expected to capture the mesoscale (50-300 km) and submesoscale (<50 km) turbulent eddy field. Other processes, such as barotropic and baroclinic tides [Ray and Mitchum, 1997] and infragravity waves [Ardhuin et al., 2014] , are known to also have a signature on sea level, though, and removal of associated signals will be required in order to limit contaminations on estimates of the mesoscale and submesoscale turbulent eddy field from these new altimetric measurements. Removal of barotropic tides from classical nadir-altimetric data is a long-standing problem which has led to significant progress in our ability to map and understand these processes [Stammer et al., 2014] . Barotropic tides produce large-scale sea level fluctuations of the order of 1 m that have a close phase relationship with astronomical forcings and are predictable within less than 1 cm in the open ocean [Stammer et al., 2014; Shriver et al., 2014] . Baroclinic tides have a smaller signature on sea level, on the order of several centimeters (i.e., close to that of meso/submesoscale), but do not maintain a fixed phase relationship with astronomical forcings [Ray and Zaron, 2011; Shriver et al., 2014] . Departures from this fixed phase relationship is what we call incoherence. Such incoherence affects our ability to predict internal tides and may ultimately compromise our ability to estimate the ocean circulation from high-resolution altimetry in regions of low mesoscale-submesoscale activity [Richman et al., 2012] . In these regions, Richman et al. [2012] suggest indeed that high-frequency phenomena (internal tides in particular) produce significant sea level fluctuations in the 10 to 100 km band (scales newly resolved with SWOT/COMPIRA) that cannot be distinguished from that associated with the mesoscale-submesoscale circulation in altimetric data because of the altimeter's poor temporal sampling.
Internal tide incoherence has been well observed [Lerczak et al., 2003; van Haren et al., 2004; Rainville and Pinkel, 2006a; Nash et al., 2012] and is generally believed to be responsible for the cusp-like shape of detided sea level spectra [Colosi and Munk, 2006] . Nash et al. [2012] and van Haren et al. [2004] find typical time scales of internal tide incoherence within the 5 to 20 day range.
Internal tide incoherence is attributed to both modulations of stratification close to generation sites [Kelly and Nash, 2010; Zilberman et al., 2011] and interactions between internal tides and the background low-frequency circulation during propagation [Rainville and Pinkel, 2006a; Chavanne et al., 2010] . Models of varying complexities have been developed in order to reproduce and better understand internal tide PONTE AND KLEIN ©2015. The Authors.
incoherence. Park and Watts [2006] and Chavanne et al. [2010] , respectively, employed 2-D and 3-D ray tracing approaches near the Hawaiian area with some success. Regional 3-D models [Zaron and Egbert, 2014; Kerry et al., 2014] have sufficient resolutions in order to resolve a wide spectrum of internal waves. These models rely on independent reanalysis products or nested approaches in order to incorporate the low-frequency circulation. Some ocean global circulation models resolving simultaneously tides and the low-frequency circulation are emerging and predict an incoherence of the low-mode internal tide [Arbic et al., 2010; Müller et al., 2012] . The cost and complexity of such realistic models, however, limit our understanding of mechanisms leading to internal tide incoherence.
The focus here is on understanding interactions between a low-mode internal tide and a low-frequency mesoscale eddy field. Such low modes carry most of the internal tide energy and are expected to dominate the internal tide signature on sea level [Ray and Zaron, 2011] . The semidiurnal wavelength of the first mode averages globally around 150 km [Alford and Zhao, 2007] , which is comparable to the scales of energetic mesoscale eddy structures. In a shallow-water framework, Ward and Dewar [2010] investigated the scattering, in horizontal wave number space, of a unidirectional plane wave by a geostrophically balanced turbulent flow and showed how the pace of the scattering increased with the strength of the balanced turbulence and the wave frequency. When vertical variability is introduced, Dunphy and Lamb [2014] described with 3-D numerical simulations how interactions between low-mode internal tides and isolated barotropic and baroclinic eddies not only horizontally deflect internal tides but can also scatter them in vertical mode space.
Another level of complexity is here added by considering the propagation of a mode one internal tide across a fully turbulent mesoscale/submesoscale field, i.e., involving a large number of strongly interacting eddies. The goal is to illustrate how the internal tide becomes progressively incoherent across the jet and how this incoherence varies with the strength of the mesoscale turbulence. The experimental setup is described in section 2. The focus is on the signature of internal tides on sea level, and the corresponding analysis is described in section 3. Results are then presented (section 4). Section 5 concludes and discusses future perspectives.
Numerical Setting
The numerical setting is that of a baroclinic unstable jet in a zonal -plane channel centered around 45
• N.
The numerical model is the Regional Oceanic Modeling System (ROMS) [see Shcheptkin and McWilliams, 2005] , which solves the hydrostatic primitive equations. The domain is 1024 km × 3072 km, and its depth is 4 km. The horizontal resolution is 4 km, and there are 50 vertical levels with a vertical resolution of 7 m close to the surface and 350 m at depth. The model is closed at the northern and southern boundaries and periodic in the zonal direction. Density is linearly related to temperature with salinity being held constant and uniform. Vertical mixing is based on a K-profile parametrization (see footnote of Klein et al. [2008] ). Horizontal mixing uses a Laplacian operator with a coefficient of 3.5 m 2 s −1 .
Simulations are initialized with a perturbed eastward zonal jet. The jet is unstable by a baroclinic instability of the Phillips type associated with the reversal of the meridional potential vorticity gradient at 1000 depth as in Ponte and Klein [2013] . The resulting eddy turbulence ( Figure 1a ) is later maintained by relaxing the zonal mean current toward the unperturbed initial jet on a 100 day time scale. Such configuration leads to a steep k −5 spectrum of sea level (with k the wave number), as predicted by classical theories of quasigeostrophic turbulence [Charney, 1971] . Simulations with varying levels of turbulent mesoscale intensity are conducted as shown by meridional sections of time-averaged kinetic energy of the detided surface flow (Figure 2 ; see section 3 for a description of the detiding procedure). Variations of the mesoscale intensity are achieved by modulating the initial south/north difference of density profiles. Four simulations with increasing level of mesoscale activity are thereby produced and labeled KE1 to KE4 (Figure 2 ). The meridional extent of the mesoscale turbulence is controlled by damping zonal anomalies of currents with a 10 day relaxation time scale within 600 km wide areas at the southern and northern ends of the domain (not shown in Figure 1 ). This damping inhibits interferences between the mesoscale turbulence and the internal tide wavemaker (described below) while not affecting the initial propagation of the zonally uniform internal wave. Note finally that the strength and decorrelation time scales of the mesoscale turbulence covary across these simulations (see section 4) and this limits our ability to distinguish between the contributions of both in the observed levels of internal tide incoherence (see further comments in section 5).
PONTE AND KLEIN ©2015. The Authors. The original aspect of these simulations comes from the addition of an idealized source of internal tide located southward to the jet (Figure 1 ). The internal tide is generated by a zonally uniform, time periodic, meridional force  v :
where f 0 =1.2 10 −5 m s −2 is the amplitude of the forcing and 1 is the velocity/pressure modal structure of first baroclinic vertical mode computed with the south profile of stratification [Gill and Clarke, 1974] . The forcing frequency is 2 day −1 , i.e., typical of a semidiurnal tide. The forcing is centered around y wm = 400 km, and its meridional width Δ wm is 10 km (Figure 1 ). The forcing is initially ramped up to its full value over a time scale of about 5 days. The internal wave thereby produced is a plane wave with a wavelength of about 150 km consistent with the baroclinic mode one dispersion relation and a 2 cm signature on sea level (Figure 1b ). The energy flux associated with the internal tide is approximately 10 kW m −1 , which is typical of fluxes nearby strong internal tides generation sites [Rainville and Pinkel, 2006b ].
Analysis
One goal of the present work is to understand interactions between internal tides and a fully turbulent eddy field. To do so, we focus on model output collected along a meridional section at the center of the channel (x = 512 km). Sea level and surface variables such as current and relative vorticity are stored every half hour.
The resulting data set is analyzed over 1 day windows in order to distinguish mesoscale and tidal contributions. This is achieved with least squares fits over each 1 day window of the following form: where m and ′ m t capture the slow mesoscale turbulence, i.e., detided data, and cos cos t and sin sin t represent the fast tidal flow. Windows are 1 day apart, and the remainder of the present work consists of an analysis of the fit coefficient time series (with emphasis on m , cos ). Such a fit captures on average 95% of the sea level variance. The uncaptured part of the variance due to the presence of higher tidal harmonics or high-frequency motions generated by the mesoscale turbulence is therefore small. Note that the linear trend ′ m t is small over 1 day compared to the mean part m , but its inclusion limits projections of mesoscale variations onto sin .
Mesoscale sea level fluctuations m are largest at the center of the jet for both KE2 and KE4 (Figure 3 , top row). KE4 well exhibits weaker fluctuations south and north of the jet associated with Rossby waves. In both cases, the evolution before day 20 of the sea level tidal harmonic cos reflects the internal tide initial northward propagation (Figure 3 ). Its sinusoidal shape as a function of y is characteristic of the internal tide plane wave nature. This cos plane wave pattern remains steady in time up until the zonal jet destabilizes (through baroclinic instability) around day 50 (200) for KE4 (KE2) and becomes turbulent. The time evolution of the harmonic sea level cos becomes erratic from then on with most intense fluctuations occurring at the center and north of the turbulent jet. Large amplifications of the internal tide occurs for KE4 with maximum sea level oscillations for cos up to 10 cm, i.e., 5 times the initial internal tide signature on sea level. In a simpler setting, Dunphy and Lamb [2014] already observed similar focusing effects. Milder perturbations of the harmonic also occur south of the jet indicating that part of the internal tide is reflected back by the mesoscale eddy field. Variations of harmonic sea level are weaker for KE2 even though values up to 4 cm are 
Results
Time mean and standard deviations of the sea level tidal harmonic cos have been computed along the meridional section (x = 512 km) in order to quantify the incoherence of the internal tide signature on sea level (Figure 4 ). For weak mesoscale turbulence (KE1), the internal tide propagates northward unaffected as indicated by the quasi-sinusoidal shape of mean harmonics. Variations around mean values as measured by the RMS do not exceed 20% of the amplitude of tidal sea level fluctuations. The internal tide is thus coherent, i.e., its phase with respect to internal wave forcing is fixed, and expected to be largely predictable in such a case. For moderate levels of turbulence (KE2), incoherence emerges as tidal harmonics RMS are now comparable to their mean values. Mean values reflect nonetheless a well-defined northward propagation of the signal, and we conclude that the tidal sea level is partially coherent with the forcing. For larger turbulence levels (KE3 and KE4), mean values of the harmonic have decreased to the point that they are statistically undistinguishable from zero north of the jet. The RMS of harmonic sea level are comparable to the input internal wave amplitude (2 cm), which reflects the fully incoherent nature of tidal sea level fluctuations there. Incoherence has also emerged southward of the jet as indicated by the larger RMS and as already observed in Figure 3 . Following Shriver et al. [2014] , normalized RMS of complex sea level amplitudes ( cos + i sin ) are averaged north of the turbulent jet with a 1 mm threshold on the mean amplitude. These values (0.1, 0.8, 9.7, and 11.0 for KE1 to KE4, respectively) encompass those found by Shriver et al. [2014] .
Figure 3 suggests that variations of sea level tidal harmonics at a given y location are more rapid for KE4 than for KE2. A quantification for this observation is provided by the decorrelation time scale ,cos of the tidal harmonic cos defined as the 0.5 crossing of its time autocorrelation function. The harmonic's decorrelation time scale is averaged spatially from the center of the jet up to the starting location of the northern sponge layer. This time scale is compared with the decorrelation time scale of the detided sea level ,m and that of detided surface relative vorticity ,m . These time scales are averaged over the region where the turbulent eddy kinetic energy is within 90% of its peak value, i.e., in the central part of the turbulent jet. For a weakly turbulent jet (KE1), the tidal harmonic cos evolves on a slow 60 day time scale approximately ( Figure 5 ). For moderately turbulent eddy fields (KE2), the tidal harmonic decorrelation time scale decreases down to 15 days. For strongly turbulent eddy fields (KE3 and KE4), the sea level tidal harmonic evolves on extremely (6 days for KE3 and 2.5 days for KE4). These time scales cover the range of values experimentally observed by Nash et al. [2012] and van Haren et al. [2004] even though the comparison could be considered as bold at this point considering the difference of perspective. In all four cases, the decorrelation time scale of the tidal harmonic is lower than that of the detided sea level and longer than that of detided relative vorticity ( Figure 5 ). For weakly turbulent jet, the decorrelation time scale is close to that of sea level. For strongly turbulent jets it becomes much smaller, by up to a factor of 5 and comparable to that of relative vorticity for KE4. Tidal harmonics and mesoscale decorrelation time scales are overall similar, which supports an interpretation in terms of scattering by a slowly evolving eddy field and is a relevant result for high-resolution altimetry. 
Discussion and Perspectives
The present results illustrate the emergence of internal tide incoherence as the strength of the mesoscale turbulence encountered by an idealized low-mode internal tide is increased. For strongly turbulent situations, the internal tide signature on sea level is fully incoherent; that is, tidal harmonics cos are highly variable in time with mean values statistically undistinguishable from 0. These results are expected to be sensitive to the choice of internal wave vertical mode number. Higher modes are indeed slower and more likely to be affected by mesoscale turbulence compared to low modes, and preliminary numerical investigations concur. On the other hand the signature of higher modes on sea level is weaker, which makes them less relevant to satellite altimetry than low modes [Ray and Zaron, 2011] . The vertical structure of the mesoscale turbulence may also affect the present results [Dunphy and Lamb, 2014] .
A quantitative explanation for the present results awaits further studies. Internal tide incoherence is the result of multiple interactions between the internal tide and complex-shaped time-evolving mesoscale structures. This work suggests that a fundamental ingredient leading to incoherence is the strength of mesoscale structures which has been shown to control the magnitude of internal wave deflections [Ward and Dewar, 2010; Dunphy and Lamb, 2014] . Another essential ingredient is the time dependence of the mesoscale turbulence. Steady mesoscale structures would indeed lead to a potentially complicated yet coherent interference pattern of internal tide. In the present numerical simulations, the strength and time dependence of the mesoscale turbulence, however, covary ( Figure 5) , which makes it difficult to identify their contributions to incoherences reported here.
A predictive model for the propagation of low-mode internal tides within a turbulent eddy field would constitute a lighter tool in order to make progress on these fundamental issues. Such a model is the subject of ongoing research [Kelly, 2014] and would be most valuable to address several questions relevant to high-resolution wide-swath altimetry: To what extent can we predict the propagation of a low-mode internal tide through a mesoscale eddy field? Can we provide a remedy for internal tide incoherence? And at what cost? Idealized simulations such as those presented here will constitute critical tools in order to answer these questions.
